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Laser Assisted Micromachining (LAMM) is focused laser
beam on the workpiece surface prior to the cutting tool, before
the material is removed immediately heating it locally to higher
temperature, soften the materials, to reduce the cutting force,
improve processing efficiency, surface quality and lower costs.
LAMM schematic drawing shows in figure 1. And experiment
testified LAMM can effectively reduce material strength,
decrease cutting force, enhance material ductility, made
processed surface more smooth, which can be seen in figure 2,
and made chips from break chips into continuous chips, which
can be seen in figure 3.

Abstract—Aims: Laser-assisted micromachining is a
promising technique to improve the machinability of various
difficult-to-machine materials, building temperature field
mathematical models of laser-assisted micromachining system
can significantly reduce human and material resources in actual
processing and improve efficiency. Method: This paper based on
ANSYS parametric design language described the temperature
field mathematical models’ building process in laser-assisted
micromachining system in details. Adopted Gaussian distribution
model as the laser source of heat flow load, analyzed the
calculation methods of heat flux values corresponding to different
laser power, stated the construction method of laser light spot in
mathematical models and the loading principle of moving light
source in simulation. Result: By building mathematical models of
laser-assisted micromachining system, successfully obtained the
temperature contours and the temperature contours map.
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INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of LAMM.

The development of aerospace, defense and microelectronics
industry, puts forward a variety of new and special
requirements to the performance of product parts, at the same
time the demand for high precision 3D miniaturized
components are increasingly urgent. To meet the mechanical
parts’ strength, stiffness and life criterion requirements in
special circumstance, multitudes of engineering materials with
high strength, high hardness, corrosion resistance, and possess
many other excellent performance are more widely applied to
the field of parts preparation. To these high-strength materials
conventional processing technology has exposed serious
drawbacks, such as severe tool abrasion, low processing
efficiency, surface quality defects and so on. While utilizing an
external heat source raising the cutting zone temperature to
soften the cutting materials which is called thermally assisted
processing technology [1], is an effective solution to these
tough drawbacks. In thermally assisted machining, due to laser
possesses strong monochromaticity, directivity, coherency, and
high brightness as well as wide power regulation range features,
made laser became an ideal heat source selection. Laser as the
heat source own the following characteristics: transmission
easy, acting site can be arbitrarily selected, light spot shape and
size can be adjusted, and can control the depth and shape of
acted area; high energy density, easy to control the heating time,
able to locally heating, only heating the necessary parts and
heating up fast.
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Temperature field is the main physical characteristic
appeared after laser heating materials [3], temperature control
is the key of LAMM [4], it directly determines whether high
precision, good surface quality products can be produced or not.
Overheating will cause material burnt, impact the processed
workpieces surface quality, and underheating will greatly
reduce the effect of laser-assisted, so it is critical to determine
how the temperature changes and distributes, and get accurate
temperature parameters after the material heated by laser.
LAMM is a quickly heating local to high temperature and then
naturally cooling down process, with the movement of heat
source the workpiece entire temperature will changes drasticly
along with time and space, it is a typical nonlinear transient
heat transfer process [6]. Temperature field of LAMM is a
collection of each moment the object in every point
temperature parameters, in general temperature field is a
function of coordinates and time [7], which can be expressed
by the following equation:
T=f(x,y,z,t)

(1)

In the process of LAMM, the workpiece temperature
distribution must be measured and controlled effectively [8], so
that to select the best laser parameters and achieve the desired
effect of LAMM. As the laser heating speed fast and action
range small, using experimental method to measure the
temperature distribution will consume vast human and material

resources, at the same time because of the response rate with a
time delay, adopt thermocouple to accurately measure the

（a）without laser

transient temperature field is not easy [9]. However, numerical
simulation is a simple and effective way.

（b）added laser

（a）without laser

Fig.2.

II.

（b）added laser
Fig. 3.

Energy transferred by electromagnetic waves is called
radiation, thermal radiation [10] is the radiation phenomenon
caused by hot. Thermal radiation are different from heat
conduction and heat convection, each object will emit radiation,
at the same time it also absorb radiation, and the process of
thermal radiation does not rely on any medium. Workpiece’s
net heat transmission to the surrounding open space after laser
heating, can be calculated by the following Stephen-Boltzmann
equation:

THERMAL TRANSFER MODE

Temperature difference is the driving force in thermal
transfer process, thermal transfer always from high temperature
to low temperature spontaneously [7], in the process of laser
heating, the workpiece temperature of heated site increase
transiently, there is heat transfer internal the workpiece,
between the workpiece surface and the surroundings exists
thermal convection and thermal radiation transient heat transfer
process, shows in figure 4.

Q=εσA(T14-T24)

(4)

ε represent emissivity, σ represent Stephen-Boltzmann constant,
it is about 5.67×10-8W/m2·K4, A represent the area of radiation
surface, T1 represent thermodynamic temperature of radiation
surface, T2 represent thermodynamic temperature of space.
III.

TEMPERATURE FIELD BUILDING PROCESS AND LASER
PARAMETERS SETTING

Based on ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL),
adopted Finite Element Method (FEM) in numerical modeling
built the LAMM mathematical model of temperature field, and
the flow path shows in figure 5.

Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of thermal transfer mode.

Heat conduction [7] is between the parts of object does not
occur relative displacement, heat transfer depend on the
thermal motion of molecules, atoms, free electrons and other
microscopic particles, differential equation of heat conduction
as follows:

Start

Setting material properties

(2)

3D model building
meshing and refine the surface

ρ represent density, c represent specific heat capacity,
represent per unit time and per unit volume generated heat by
inner heat source, τ represent time, λ represent coefficient of
thermal conductivity, represent temperature change rate in x
direction, represent temperature change rate in y direction,
represent temperature change rate in z direction.

Adding initial temperature,surface
effect elements and boundary conditions
Establish a local
cylindrical coordinate
system
Select the laser spot acted
elements
Loading Gaussian mode heat flux and
solving

Heat convection [7] is a heat transfer process because of the
relative displacement between various parts of the fluid caused
by fluid macroscopic motion, lead to cold and hot fluid blended
with each other, heat convection generally applied as a surface
boundary conditions. Heat convection in Newton’s cooling
equation can be described as:
q=hf(Ts-TB)

Reached the laser beam
moving distance?

Remove heat source and local
coordinate system,read last time
solving results as initial
conditions

No

Yes
Post processing

Obtained workpiece
temperature field data

(3)

Fig. 5. Flow path of temperature field building.

q represent heat convection values, hf represent convection
coefficient of thermal conductivity, TS represent surface
temperature of workpiece, TB represent temperature of
surrounding fluid.

Before completed the workpiece 3D model construction,
material property, element type and element real constant must
be set. Adopt solid element “Solid70” and surface effect
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element “Surf152” to apply heat flux load and heat convection,
thermal radiation boundary conditions [11]. As laser heating
time short, and the surface temperature of laser irradiation
region increasing rapidly, so the surface layer temperature
gradient is large, it require the meshing of the workpiece’s laser
heated surface to be denser. For the purpose of reducing the
amount of calculation, at the same time ensure the results
calculation accuracy, after meshing the workpiece surface
which laser acted should be refined.

The heat flux of laser spot on the workpiece surface is
fundamental mode Gaussian distribution, the value of heat flux
q with the increasing distance from the center of the spot
decrease with the relationship of index, and the value of heat
flux q can be expressed as:
(5)
α represent workpiece absorption rate to laser, P represent laser
power, R represent the radius of laser spot, r represent the
distance from the spot center. Figure 8 shows the variation
trend of the heat flux value in the laser spot area. By loading
the heat flux value corresponding to different laser power on
workpiece surface, the corresponding workpiece temperature
distribution parameters can be obtained.

In the process of laser heating, laser beam energy as an
external flux vector continuously apply to the light spot
irradiation region, light spot position is a continuous function
of time and coordinates. According to the finite element
discrete thought, a round face of certain radius can be divided
into a collection of several polygon, the round light spot of
laser also can be divided into a plurality of discrete finite
elements included within the scope of the spot diameter.
Through establish a cylindrical coordinate system in the spot
center coordinate position, in this coordinate system select the
elements included in the light spot radius, the outline composed
by the selected elements is the laser spot profile, shows in
figure 6, then on these selected elements apply the heat flux

（a）Profile of light spot

Fig. 8. Laser spot heat flux variation trend.

After accomplished the setting of material property, the
selection of element type, the workpiece 3D model building
and meshing, through apply initial temperature and boundary
conditions, setting the laser power, laser spot radius, laser spot
motion speed and other solving conditions, then by solving to
the model and post-processing, the corresponding workpiece
temperature field to laser parameters can be obtained. Figure 9
shows the temperature contours and the temperature contours
map obtained by numerical simulation to 45# steel under
certain laser parameters, the temperature distribution results
indicates, after the moving laser beam action the temperature
contours map of the workpiece is elongated ellipse,
temperature away from the laser beam action region changes
relatively slow, temperature gradient is small, temperature near
the laser beam action region changes fast, temperature gradient
relatively large.

（b）Profile of light spot in workpiece
Fig. 6.

corresponding to the laser power, this process is equivalent to
the heating process in the laser beam active area. By setting
different radius values to achieve change the light spot size.
The laser light source in actual process is continuously moving
with the cutting process carrying out, in numerical simulation
the laser source’s continuously moving process can be
accomplished by changing the cylindrical coordinate system
position in Cartesian coordinate system continuously, that is
utilizing small step intermittent moving heat source to
approximately simulate the laser’s continuous movement
during the workpiece’s machining process [12]. If in the
cutting process the light source of laser moving along the
direction of x, the cutting length is s, and the moving speed of
light source is v, then in numerical simulation adopt Δx as the
value of step distance, in each step the residence time is t,
t=Δx/v, to approximately simulate the continuous motion of
light source, the motion process shoes in figure 7.The motion

（a）temperature contours
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（b）temperature contours map
Fig. 9.
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CONCLUSION

LAMM technology in processing the engineer materials
with high strength, high hardness, corrosion resistance, etc
properties is an effective way, to those difficult processing

Fig. 7. Laser source motion process.

number of light source n=s/Δx, by shorten Δx, enlarge n can
make the simulation more close to the continuous movement of
laser.
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materials LAMM technology is a critical method to improve
the low efficiency and high cost drawbacks. In actual process
laser power, laser spot radius and laser light source motion
speed to the workpiece temperature distribution is mutual
restraint, mutual influence. Rely on ANSYS software to
simulate the temperature field of laser heated workpiece, can
obtain the temperature distribution parameters corresponding to
different laser parameters, provided a basis for the reasonable
selection of laser spot radius, laser light source motion speed
and laser power in actual processing, it can effectively reduce
the actual processing workload, improve processing efficiency.
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